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Duality of dislocation content of grain boundaries
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The Frank–Bilby equation (FBE) can give many solutions for the dislocation
content of a grain boundary (GB); most of them are considered to have little
physical reality except in limited ranges of the angles which characterize low-angle
GBs. We explore two such solutions, each of which is an accurate description
for a different low-angle tilt GB with the same tilt axis. We develop a model that
uses the two solutions to predict the coupling factor between normal motion
and the shear strain produced by any (low- or high-angle) GB. Within this
model, the two FBE solutions give rise to two possible modes of coupled GB
motion which for the same GB under the same stress differ in direction of motion.
Using molecular dynamics simulations we confirm our model. We find positive

and/or negative coupled GB motion for all misorientation angles, and the model
gives accurate predictions for the shear produced even by high-angle GBs where
individual dislocations cannot be resolved. At low temperatures dual behaviour
is observed for the same high-angle GB and applied stress: both coupling modes
are found with a switch between them after some time. This switch signifies
a change in the effective dislocation content. Dual behaviour indicates that
both solutions for the dislocation content can be meaningful for the same GB.
At higher temperatures only one mode is seen for each GB under the same shear
stress, and the switch between the two modes seems to occur discontinuously
at some high misorientation angle.

1. Introduction

The Frank–Bilby equation [1–3] (FBE) is a continuum equation whose solutions
define the dislocation content of interfaces between two crystals, including

grain boundaries (GBs). Knowing the dislocation content is important for our
understanding of the behaviour and properties of GBs. However, the FBE can

produce a number of solutions for the dislocation content, only a few of which
can have any physical meaning [4]. This raises the question of whether there exist
solutions of the FBE which do provide a realistic description of some aspects of the

GB structure and properties, and whether there exist ‘best’ solutions which are fully
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descriptive of some GBs. It has been argued that any solutions of the FBE which give
a high dislocation content have little physical meaning. In this paper we demonstrate

that this view is not always correct.
Some FBE solutions for low-angle GBs can be interpreted as arrays of widely

separated dislocations. They present examples of ‘best’ solutions which can be
verified by transmission electron microscopy. The response of these dislocations to
applied shear stress can be used to model their collective motion and thereby glissile
motion of the GB. But the FBE continues to give answers for higher misorientation

angles for which the dislocation density becomes too high to resolve discrete
dislocations. Moreover, due to its neglect of crystal symmetry, the FBE formally
gives a high dislocation content for a weld in a single crystal made by joining two
crystals into exact alignment.

In this paper, we examine two solutions to the FBE for ½001� symmetrical
tilt GBs between FCC crystals, each of which is a ‘best’ solution for some small-angle

GBs. These solutions give Burgers vectors of the GB dislocations which differ in sign
and, under an applied shear stress, predict motion in opposite directions for the same
GB under the same stress. These solutions are verified by molecular dynamics
simulations. Even high-angle GBs are moved by shear stresses and their motion

agrees very accurately with one FBE solution or the other (sometimes both) over
the entire misorientation range. This leads us to conclude that the FBE continues
to give meaningful predictions even for high-angle GBs, and that the shear caused
by the moving GB can be used to identify the effective dislocation content of
a particular boundary.

That motion of low-angle GBs is coupled to applied shear stresses has been

known experimentally for decades [5, 6] and understood in terms of collective
motion of GB dislocations [7]. More recently, stress-induced motion of tilt GBs
with misorientation angles up to 32� was found in Al bicrystals [8, 9], suggesting
that the coupling effect is not limited to low-angle GBs. The coupling effect was
occasionally observed in many first-principles calculations [10–12] and atomistic

computer simulations [13–15]. It was clearly identified by Cahn and Taylor [16]
as a general phenomenon that must occur in most GBs. In the case of ideal coupling,
the velocity of normal GB motion (vn) is proportional to the velocity of tangential
translation of grains (vjj),

vjj ¼ �vn,

where � is called the coupling factor. When a GB moves by coupled motion it shears

the lattice region it traverses. The coupled motion of a curved GB should lead
to grain rotation [16], which was in fact observed in molecular dynamics simulations
of an isolated grain [17].

For symmetrical tilt GBs there is a different value of � for each FBE solution,
which depends on the tilt angle �. There are positive and negative branches of �ð�Þ,
corresponding to the two solutions. The MD simulations verify that both of these

FBE solutions accurately describe the mechanical response of high-angle GBs,
showing that the multiplicity of FBE solutions reflects the actual multiplicity
of mechanical responses. The switch in the sign of � is found to occur at a high
misorientation angle.
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In section 2 of this paper we introduce the FBE and apply it to a particular

case of ½001� symmetrical tilt GBs to obtain two physically meaningful solutions.

We then show (section 3) how these solutions give rise to two mechanisms of coupled

GB motion. In section 4 we present our MD simulation results which largely verify

the multiplicity of the coupling mechanisms and the realistic character of the FBE

solutions. In section 5 we summarize our findings.

2. The Frank–Bilby equation

The dislocation content B is the sum of the Burgers vectors threading a particular

closed curve (Burgers circuit) in a dislocated material, and is obtained by mapping

this circuit onto a reference lattice. Using the RH=FS convention [18, 19], B is found

as the closure failure. To avoid ambiguity in the mapping, the circuit should pass

only through slightly strained material. This is possible for a single dislocation

or a set of isolated dislocations. When applied to a low-angle GB consisting of

an array of widely separated discrete dislocations, a circuit can be drawn through

lightly distorted material; hence the mapping procedure can be unambiguous.

However, for a high-angle GB, the circuit has to cross distorted regions at the GB

and there can be ambiguity in how the circuit continues in the next grain.
The FBE [1–3] defines the dislocation content of a GB by providing a procedure

for the Burgers circuit construction. The circuit is chosen to have long traverses

through undistorted material parallel to the GB plane in each of the two crystals,

and relatively short traverses crossing the GB. The long parts of the circuit are given

by vectors p (in the upper grain) and �p (in the lower grain) along the GB. It is

convenient to designate p to have a unit length which is chosen to be longer than

characteristic periods of the GB and the lattice structures. Only these long parts are

used in the mapping procedure, and it can be assumed that the errors arising from

the neglect of the short parts are small or cancel each other.
Suppose the lattice orientations of the upper and lower grains are obtained by

rotations Ru and Rl, respectively, relative to a chosen reference lattice. Then p and

�p can be mapped onto vectors R�1
u p and �R

�1
l p of the reference lattice. The closure

failure is then obtained as the negative of the sum of these vectors, leading to the

following form of the FBE [2, 3]:

B ¼ R
�1
l � R

�1
u

� �
p: ð1Þ

This B has the meaning of the total Burgers vector of all dislocations in the GB

crossed by the vector p.
There are two sources of ambiguity in this procedure. Rotational symmetries

in the crystals can lead to several choices of Ru and Rl and thus to a multiplicity

of B. For example, if T is a rotation from the symmetry group of the lower grain,

then along with R
�1
l , TR�1

l is also a legitimate choice of the mapping operator of

vector �p, which leads to a different vector B. This multiplicity of B raises a central

question of this paper: which of the B values predicted by the FBE are meaningful

and which are not?
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The other ambiguity is in the placement of B into the actual bicrystal.

This placement depends on the arbitrary choice of alignment of the reference lattice

relative to the bicrystal. In this paper we will choose to align the reference lattice with

the lattice of the receding grain, because this is the lattice that will be sheared

by the dislocation content of the moving GB. We do not follow Frank’s [1] choice

of the reference lattice as the median lattice aligned with the GB plane. For low-angle

GBs, however, these two placements converge.
We illustrate the multiplicity of solutions of the FBE for the particularly

simple case of ½001� symmetrical tilt GBs in cubic materials. GBs are characterized

by five angles. We specify two by choosing the tilt axis and two more by specifying

that the GB plane is a particular mirror plane of the bicrystal containing the tilt

axis. This leaves the tilt angle �, defined as the angle between ½100� directions in

the grains in the counterclockwise direction, as the only angular variable. The GB

plane lies along the bisector between the ½100� directions. Due to the four-fold

symmetry around the tilt axis and because there is no GB when �¼ 0 or p=2,
we can confine ourselves to the open interval 0 < � < p=2. Even in this simple

case there are two kinds of small-angle GBs: when � is small and the

boundary plane is near ð010Þ, and when � � p=2 and the boundary plane is near

ð110Þ.
Figure 1a is a section of the bicrystal normal to the tilt axis, showing a Burgers

circuit A1B1B2A2A1. The long segments A1B1

���!
and B2A2

���!
are p and �p, respectively,

while segments A2A1

���!
and B1B2

��!
are negligibly short compared to them but

large enough to straddle the zone of large distortions. The unit of length is chosen

to be jpj. Because of the four-fold symmetry, we can choose among several

equivalent ways of mapping the vectors A1B1

���!
and B2A2

���!
onto the reference lattice.

Without loss of generality we can map the vector A1B1

���!
onto

A1B1

���!
¼ cos

�

2

� �
, � sin

�

2

� �
, 0

� �
: ð2Þ

There are two choices p=2 apart, which straddle �A1B1

���!
, for the mapping of B2A2

���!
(see figure 1b and c):

B2A2

���!
¼ � cos

�

2

� �
, � sin

�

2

� �
, 0

� �
ð3Þ

and

B2A2

���!
¼ � cos

�

2
�
p
2

� �
, � sin

�

2
�
p
2

� �
, 0

� �
: ð4Þ

The closure failures B, which are solutions to the FBE, are obtained by summing

the different mappings of the vectors A1B1

���!
and B2A2

���!
,

B ¼ � A1B1

���!
þ B2A2

���!� 	
:
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The first choice of the mapping, equations (2) and (3), results in a B parallel
to a cube direction of the reference lattice,

B 100h i ¼ 2 sin
�

2

� �
010½ �: ð5Þ

If � is small, the GB consists of dislocations with the Burgers vector b ¼ a½010�
and the density � 100h i of such dislocations is

�h100i ¼
2

a
sin

�

2

� �
: ð6Þ

Although these dislocations could dissociate into ða=2Þ 110h i lattice dislocations, this
was never observed in our atomistic simulations (see section 4).

For low-angle GBs, equation (6) gives an accurate description of the actual
density of the discrete dislocations forming the boundary. When � is no longer
small, this B remains parallel to ½010� of the reference lattice, but the choice of
alignment of B with the physical space becomes important. At large angles, �h100i
given by equation (6) becomes too high for individual dislocations to be resolved.
When the two grains have merged into a single crystal at � ¼ p=2, this equation gives
�h100i ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p
=a, which is clearly meaningless.

With the second choice of mapping, equations (2) and (4), B is along the �½110�
direction of the reference lattice:

B 110h i ¼ � cos
�

2

� �
� sin

�

2

� �� �
½110�

¼ �2 sin
’

2

� 	 1ffiffiffi
2

p ½110� ð7Þ
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Figure 1. Geometric procedure for the determination of the dislocation content B of a ½001�
tilt GB using the Frank–Bilby equation. (a) Bicrystal with a Burgers circuit A1B1B2A2A1.
(b) and (c) Two mappings of B2A2 differing by p=2 onto a reference lattice, resulting in two
different vectors B. The choice of the orientation of the reference lattice relative to the bicrystal
is arbitrary but determines the placement of B in the bicrystal.
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where

’ ¼
p
2
� �

is the complement of �: Respectively, � and ’ are the acute angles between the ½100�
and ½110� directions across the GB. For low-angle GBs consisting of dislocations
with b ¼ ða=2Þ 110h i, this choice of B leads to the dislocation density

�h110i ¼
2

ffiffiffi
2

p

a
sin

’

2

� 	
: ð8Þ

This �h110i ¼ 0 when ’¼ 0 and � ¼ p=2: Equations (7) and (8) are accurate
descriptions of low-angle GBs when ’ � 0 (� is near p=2). The plane of such
boundaries is close to f110g of both grains and B can be aligned antiparallel
to the GB normal vector pointing to the upper grain. This B makes no physical
sense when ’ is large and gives the meaningless result �h110i ¼ 2=a when ’ ¼ p=2
(�¼ 0).

Equations (5) and (7) represent two solutions to the FBE which give B vectors
as functions of �. Because, in the interval 0 < � < p=2 they have opposite signs,
a shear applied along a GB will move it in one direction according to equation (5)
and in the opposite direction according to equation (7). In examining the response
of a GB to applied shear we will focus on these two solutions. Two other choices
of mapping the B2A2

���!
vector allowed by the four-fold symmetry give large B vectors

everywhere in the interval 0 < � < p=2 and need not be considered.

3. The geometry of boundary motion coupled to shear

The following sign convention is assumed. The normal velocity of the GB, vn,
is positive if the GB moves up; the velocity of relative translation of the grains
along the GB, vjj, is positive if the upper grain translates to the right relative
to the lower grain; and the applied shear stress � is positive if the force is to the
right in the upper grain and to the left in the lower grain. The grains are arranged
such that the ½010� direction in the upper grain closest to the GB normal is to the left
of the normal, while the ½110� direction is to the right. From the Peach–Koehler
forces on the GB dislocations it follows that with � > 0, a low-angle boundary must
move up (vn > 0) for small �>0 and down (vn < 0) for small ’ > 0:

3.1. Motion when B is along <100> in the reference lattice

When B is along a cube direction in the reference lattice, we choose to align the
reference lattice with the lattice into which the GB is moving, i.e. with the upper
grain. Then B is along ½010� in this grain and the slip plane is ð100Þ, which has been
chosen to be to the left of the GB normal.

Consider a parallelepipedal portion of the upper grain (figure 2a). One face
of the parallelepiped is along the GB, another is along the slip plane, and the
third is normal to the tilt axis and in the plane of the paper. Initially, the obtuse
angle between the GB and the slip plane is p=2þ �=2; after the parallelepiped
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has been swept by the moving GB this angle becomes p=2� �=2: In the figure this
is shown in two steps:

1!2 is a simple shear deformation of the parallelepiped, parallel to the slip
plane by the magnitude B, which leaves the lattice invariant and the slip plane
unrotated. When � is small, B represents a set of widely separated a½010� edge
dislocations moving into the upper grain, and the motion of the GB is that of the
moving dislocations. In this case � 100h i � �: When � is not small, we postulate that
the moving GB continues to produce the simple shear in the upper grain. We assume
that a mechanism for this simple shear exists even when the dislocations cannot be
resolved. This assumption will be verified by atomistic simulations (section 4).

Bθ

Vn

V||

GB

GB

GB

B
ϕ

V||

Vn

GB

GB

GB

(a) (b)

〈100〉

〈110〉
(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 2. Illustration of the deformation of the material traversed by a GB moving by the
100h i mechanism for which the GB moves up (a), and the 110h i mechanism for which the GB
moves down (b). The parallelepipedal block of material selected in the receding grain can be
thought of as undergoing lattice-invariant shear (1!2) followed by rotation (2!3) aligning
its lattice parallel to the lattice of the advancing grain. vjj is the translation of the upper grain
relative to the lower grain, and vn is the GB displacement, respectively, per unit time.
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2!3 is the rotation of the sheared parallelepiped clockwise by � to bring

its lattice seamlessly into exact alignment with the lower grain.
The combination of 1!2 and 2!3 moves the unsheared part of the upper grain

to the left, consistent with a positive �, and advances the GB by the distance between

the faces of the parallelepiped parallel to the GB plane. The ratio of the displacement

of the upper grain to the normal displacement of the GB is the coupling factor �,

� 100h i ¼ vjj=vn ¼ 2 tan
�

2

� �
for slip on f100g: ð9Þ

3.2. Motion when B is along <110> in the reference lattice

Only minor modification is required if B is chosen to be along a 110h i direction

in the reference lattice. For this case with �>0, the GB moves down. The reference

lattice is aligned with the lattice of the lower grain and the slip plane is ð110Þ to the

right of the GB normal (figure 2b). After a simple shear by B and a clockwise

rotation by ’, the material traversed by the GB is aligned exactly with the upper

grain; the GB has moved down, thus vn < 0. Since the lower grain has been moved

to the left, again consistent with a positive �, we have vjj > 0. Thus �<0,

� 110h i ¼ �2 tan
’

2

� 	
for slip on f110g ð10Þ

3.3. Competition between the <100> and <110> mechanisms

We assume that at low temperatures the applied shear stress � needed for the

activation of a particular coupling mechanism i (either 100h i or 110h i slip) must

satisfy the criterion

�Sið�Þ > �cið�Þ, ð11Þ

where Sið�Þ is the Schmid factor for the slip plane and slip direction of mechanism i,

�cið�Þ is a critical value of the resolved shear stress �Sið�Þ, and all other components

of the stress are ignored. The mechanism which prevails has the smaller value of

the ratio �cið�Þ=Sið�Þ. For ½001� tilt GBs Sið�Þ ¼ cos � for the 100h i mechanism and

cos’ for the 110h i mechanism. The two Schmid factors are equal when � ¼ p=4.
For small-angle GBs �Sið�Þ is proportional to the glide component of the

Peach–Koehler force on the dislocations.
We note that the quantity �ci is not the usual critical resolved shear stress for

a single crystal but is specific to the motion of GBs. For low-angle GBs at low

temperatures �ci is expected to be the Peierls–Nabarro stress [19, 20] for individual

dislocation glide, but these are unusual dislocations gliding on unusual slip planes.

A qualitative examination of the ð100Þ and ð110Þ � surfaces within the hard sphere

model indicates that ð110Þ slip in the ½1�10� direction should be easier than slip on

a cube plane in a cube direction. Thus �ci for 100h i slip is expected to be larger than

for 110h i slip, hence a switch between the two mechanisms can be expected at

a tilt angle smaller than p=4.
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4. Atomistic simulations

MD simulations are ideal for studying GB motion in the coupling regime since
unconstrained normal GB motion and the relative tangential translations of the
grains are allowed. The stress is imposed on the GB indirectly by moving
the top layer of the upper grain with a chosen velocity vjj using the so-called fixed
boundary condition [21]. An embedded-atom potential fitted to a large database
of first-principles and experimental data for Cu [22] is used in the simulations.

We studied over 20 ½001� symmetric tilt GBs with � values between 18:9� and
79:6�. Because we used periodic boundary conditions, the bicrystals had to have
coincidence site lattices (CSL) misorientations. The maximum value of �, the
reciprocal density of coincident sites, is bounded by the computational block size.
We chose � to be between 5 and 221. To create a symmetrical tilt GB, the lattice
of the upper grain was rotated by �=2 counterclockwise and the lattice of the lower
grain by �=2 clockwise relative to a GB plane. The MD simulations were performed
over a wide range of temperatures by implementing the Nose–Hoover thermostat.
The position of the GB was located automatically by finding the minimum of the
structure factor across the GB, and from its time dependence the normal velocity
vn was determined. The state of stress in the bicrystal was constantly monitored using
the virial expression for the stress tensor. Computational details and preliminary
results were reported in [23].

Figure 3 shows typical atomic structures of the GBs equilibrated at T¼ 0K.
All contain the same kite-shaped structural units and only differ in the distance
separating the kites and the way they are connected to each other. The relatively
low-angle �37ð610Þ (� ¼ 18:9�) GB represents an array of resolved 100h i dislocations
(figure 3a), whereas the low-angle �41ð540Þ (� ¼ 77:3�) GB (figure 3d) consists
of 1=2 110h i dislocations. The difference in sign of the Burgers vectors of the
dislocations is readily seen by noting that the extra half-planes terminating
at dislocation cores come from the right in figure 3a and from the left
in figure 3d. In high-angle GBs, the kites approach each other and form either planar
(e.g. figure 3b) or non-planar (e.g. figure 3c) arrays.

Shear was applied by translating the surface of the upper grain to the right with
a constant velocity vjj. At temperatures up to at least 800K all GBs were found
to move either up or down with a smoothed velocity vn that was approximately
constant. By reversing the direction of the upper grain translation each GB
could be moved in the opposite direction with the same velocity. Figure 4 shows
typical plots of GB displacement versus time obtained at 800K. Notice that all GBs
with � � 31:8� move up while all other GBs move down, indicating that the coupling
effect changes its sign abruptly. Some of the GBs reveal a stop-and-go character of
motion while others appear to move in a more random manner at this temperature.
At lower temperatures all GBs were found to move in a stop-and-go manner,
which permitted determination of the critical stress and the increments of the GB
advancement.

The dotted lines in figure 5 give the predictions of our geometric
model, equations (9) and (10), as two branches of �ð�Þ. The coupling factor
� ¼ vjj=vn at 800K deduced from the slopes of plots such as figure 4 shows excellent
agreement with the model for all misorientations, including high-angle GBs.
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Figure 3. Atomic structure of selected symmetrical tilt GBs in Cu studied in this
work. (a) �37ð610Þ (� ¼ 18:9�); (b) �5ð310Þ (� ¼ 36:9�); (c) �17ð530Þ (� ¼ 61:9�);
(d) �41ð540Þ (� ¼ 77:3�). The filled and open circles represent atomic positions in alternating
ð002Þ planes.
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No discernible deviation between the model and the simulations was found down
to 0K. This agreement was not found to depend on vjj.

Although we cannot vary � continuously, the change of sign of � appears
to be discontinuous and at temperatures between 400 and 800K occurs between

the �53ð720Þ (� ¼ 31:9�) and �5ð310Þ (� ¼ 36:9�) misorientations. As expected,
the angle of this switch is on the smaller side of � ¼ p=4. As the temperature falls

below �400K, some of the GBs which at higher temperatures move in the 100h i

mode begin to move in the 110h i mode instead. At T¼ 0 all GBs studied
here moved only in the 110h i mode. This was the case even for the GB with

the smallest value � ¼ 18:9� (Schmid factor 0.32). In figure 5, all 0K points for
��18:9� would lie on the 110h i branch and any jump of � would only be at a smaller

angle.
Below �400K we sometimes observe dual behaviour of GBs which at higher

temperatures move in the 100h i mode. These GBs begin to move by the 110h i

mechanism but later switch to the 100h i mode. Thus, the two mechanisms of

coupling can coexist in the same boundary at a given temperature. The dual effect
is illustrated in figure 6 for the �53ð720Þ (� ¼ 31:9�) GB at 400K. For the first
1.5 nanoseconds the glide is in the 110h i mode with a coupling factor lying on the

110h i branch of the �ð�Þ curve. During this time interval the stress peaks are very
high for three stick–slip increments of GB motion and then drop. The switch to the

100h i mode after 1.5 ns appears to be associated with another drop in stress. This
suggests a time dependence of the critical stress, which is surely related to structural
changes in the GB. The initial very high stresses are not enough to trigger 100h i glide,
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Figure 6. Shear stress and GB displacement as functions of time for the �53ð720Þ (� ¼ 31:9�)
GB at 400K. The GB moves by a stop and go mechanism and switches from 110h i glide
to 100h i glide after 1.5 ns.
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yet after 1.5 ns this glide has won at a lower peak stress. Examination of MD
snapshots reveals that the GB develops steps, which are presumably required
for the initiation of 100h i glide.

As the experimental time scale is orders of magnitude longer, the
experimental temperatures of dual motion must be significantly lower than those
observed in the simulations. Therefore, the orientation dependence of � shown
in figure 5 is likely to be found down to rather low temperatures.

At temperatures above 800K some of the GBs begin to show occasional
rigid sliding events alternating with coupling. At even higher temperatures
(>950–1000K) the boundary response to shear changes completely from coupling
to sliding. For high-angle GBs the crossover temperature is about 0:7Tm (Tm being
the bulk melting temperature), while for low-angle boundaries it approaches Tm.
Further details relating to the coupling-sliding crossover will be discussed
in a later publication [24].

Finally, figure 7 shows how �ci for the 110h i mechanism, determined from
equation (11), varies with � at 0K. The data seem to fall on two curves.
The upper curve is for planar GBs and the lower curve is for non-planar ones.
For low-angle GBs the � dependence of �ci must reflect interactions between GB
dislocations. Such interactions can either increase or decrease �ci, depending on the
boundary structure. GBs with non-planar structures are moved by smaller stresses
than individual dislocations and this behaviour carriers to higher angles.
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Figure 7. The critical value of the resolved shear stress for various GBs at 0K as a function
of the tilt angle. The dashed lines serve as a guide to the eye. The point at � ¼ 908 represents
the Peierls–Nabarro stress calculated for the 110h ið110Þ glide of an individual dislocation.
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5. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we have studied the FBE for the dislocation content B of
GBs, its inherent ambiguities and its meaning for high-angle GBs. There are
two ambiguities; one arises from the symmetry of crystals and the other from the
arbitrary choice of alignment of the reference lattice with the physical space of the
bicrystal. For low-angle GBs the meaningful solution can be found. For higher-angle
GBs, all FBE solutions give high dislocation contents and it is often asserted that
they have little physical meaning. Using coupled GB motion in response to shear
stresses as a testing property, we have found that the FBE continues to have meaning
and developed a geometric model that accurately predicts the coupling factors
for high-angle misorientations.

To illustrate these points we have chosen ½001� symmetrical tilt GBs in FCC
bicrystals, for which the FBE gives many solutions for B. We focus on two FBE
solutions which have meaning for the two types of small-angle GBs that exist at the
ends of the misorientation range. It was not clear a priori which one of them, if any,
applies to higher angle GBs.

By studying the interaction of a GB with stress and the shear strain it produces
when it moves in MD simulations, we have a way of revealing the effective
dislocation content B. The two different solutions of the FBE predict opposite
sign for the force on the GB. Corresponding to these solutions, our model predicts
opposite directions for GB motion and two different shears resulting in the region
traversed by the GB. Thus the observations on the behaviour of a GB under stress
allow a measurement of B and a test of which, if any, of the solution of the FBE
is valid at any given tilt angle.

In this geometric model there is a lattice-invariant shear and rotation in the
region swept by an advancing GB. The ratio of the normal to the lateral motion
is the coupling factor �. The predictions for �, equations (9) and (10), differ in the
sign of the GB motion and in the type of shear in the region traversed by the
advancing GB. Each prediction gives a correct limit for one of the two different
small-angle GBs. For one, �ð�Þ has the limit �!� as �!0; for the other, �!�’ as
’!0. These � values have different signs. The model suggests different slip mechan-
isms for these cases, which we refer to by their slip directions, 100h i and 110h i. In an
earlier paper [23] these were called Mode I and Mode II, respectively.

Our MD simulation results confirm the geometric coupling model for �ð�Þ up
to at least 800K (figure 5). They show that, for each �, one or the other � given
by equations (9) and (10) is accurate in magnitude and sign.

At low temperatures the GB motion can be seen to reverse spontaneously.
Those cases of ‘duality’ always begin with the 110h i mode of coupling and then
the motion switches direction and continues in the 100h i mode. It is as if the GB
dislocation content switches sign and magnitude. The time or number of discrete
stick–slip motion events before the switch in mode approach 0 with increasing
temperature. By 500K all GBs studied move in one mode only.

At 800K for each ��32� only the 100h i mode is observed; for each ��37� only
the 100h i mode is observed. Because of the periodic boundary conditions we could
only study CSL GBs. While the interval in which � changes sign could be narrowed
using ever larger CSLs, � could never be varied continuously in the simulations.
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From the 800 K data alone we cannot decide whether �ð�Þ is single-valued and
switches sign discontinuously, is single-valued and changes sign continuously
over a narrow range of �, or is multivalued. The last can be ruled out by our
low-temperature MD observations on the dual behaviour.

The crossover between the 100h i and 110h i modes observed in GBs with �� 32�

at low temperatures originates from the fact that the critical stress for cubic glide
with the large Burgers vector a½010� is prohibitively high, consistent with the �
surface on this plane. The MD simulations indicate that at finite temperatures the
core of the a½010� dislocations remains compact but moves by a vector ða=2Þ½011�
or ða=2Þ½011� at a time [23], which reduces the critical stress. Note that such vectors
have a screw component parallel to the tilt axis. The mirror symmetry of such
components across the ð001Þ plane precludes this mechanism at 0K. At finite
temperatures the symmetry is destroyed by steps and other structural defects existing
in the GBs, or at higher temperatures just by thermal fluctuations, and the 100h i

glide becomes operative. We are in the process of checking this quantitatively
by calculating the reduction in critical stress when a shear component parallel
to the tilt axis is added.

We emphasize that the solutions of the FBE are geometrical and do not change
with the GB motion. The changes in the critical stress and sometimes even in the
coupling mode during a single simulation run (e.g. figure 6) are caused by structural
changes in the GB that affect �ci but not B or � in each mode.

At low temperatures the limiting value of �ci as ’!0 should be the
Peierls–Nabarro stress for individual dislocations, which is 1.07GPa (figure 7).
Although this is slip by the usual FCC dislocation with b ¼ ða=2Þ 110h i, it is on
unusual f110g planes. As ’ increases there seem to be two branches to the stress-�
curves. Both branches appear to result from interactions between kites that increase
with ’. On the lower branch, individual lagging kites experience a forward pulling
force from their neighbours, and move at a lower �ci than needed for individual
dislocations. The difference between the two branches should be proportional
to ’2 [24]. The �ci values appear to alternate between the two branches. If data
about larger CSLs were added, the discontinuous jumping of �ci between the two
branches would occur at ever smaller intervals in �. All this illustrates that the
structure of the GB affects �ci, even for the same coupling mode and for very
small changes in �.

Many of the simulations involved ideal geometries and were limited to short
times and high stresses which are not likely to be encountered in experiments.
Although the experimental time scale is orders of magnitude longer, the stresses
are smaller, and the geometry far from ideal, the geometrical quantities B and �
are not expected to change. However, which mode is operative is likely to be affected.
In grain growth there can be situations where adjacent moving GBs would produce
incompatible motions unless dual or even multiple modes were available.
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